Quantitative studies of animal colour constancy: using the chicken as model
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Colour constancy is the capacity of visual systems to keep colour perception constant despite changes in the illumination spectrum. Colour constancy has been tested extensively in humans and has also been described in many animals. In humans, colour constancy is often studied quantitatively, but besides humans, this has only been done for the goldfish and the honeybee. In this study, we quantified colour constancy in the chicken by training the birds in a colour discrimination task and testing them in changed illumination spectra to find the largest illumination change in which they were able to remain colour-constant. We used the receptor noise limited model for animal colour vision to quantify the illumination changes, and found that colour constancy performance depended on the difference between the colours used in the discrimination task, the training procedure and the time the chickens were allowed to adapt to a new illumination before making a choice. We analysed literature data on goldfish and honeybee colour constancy with the same method and found that chickens can compensate for larger illumination changes than both. We suggest that future studies on colour constancy in non-human animals could use a similar approach to allow for comparison between species and populations.

1. Introduction

The spectrum of light striking the eyes from an object depends on the reflecting properties of the object and on the spectrum of the illumination. The illumination spectrum changes, globally and locally, over the course of the day, between shaded and sunlit parts of a scene and between habitats, such as a forest or the open field [1,2]. Therefore, the spectrum of light striking the eyes from the same object will also change. Colour constancy is the capacity of the visual system to perceive colours as the same despite changes in illumination spectra [3]. To achieve colour constancy, the visual system must compensate for the illumination change. In humans, at least three processes contribute to colour constancy: one rapid process relying on the influence of the surround on the perception of a focal colour, and a slower process involving adaptation of photoreceptors and other neurons [4,5]. There is evidence for chromatic compensation mechanisms occurring both in the retina and in the cortex [6–8]. Additionally, in humans, memory and cognition play a role in colour constancy, such that familiar objects with a known colour will be perceived as retaining that colour even in changed illuminations [3,9].

Without colour constancy, colour would not provide reliable information, as colour perception would change between different illuminations [3,10]. Colour constancy is thus expected to be present in many animals and has been proven in hawkmoths [11], honeybees [10,12,13], goldfish [14,15], swallowtail butterflies [16], toads [17], non-human primates, chickens and cats [18–20] (as cited by Neumeyer [21]). Most work on animal colour vision assumes colour constancy by adapting receptor sensitivities to the background, and colour vision models typically use a von Kries transformation to account for it [22–25]. While it is common to study human colour constancy with quantitative methods [26,27], most studies on animals have only determined the presence...
or the absence of colour constancy. To the best of our knowledge, only two studies have quantified colour constancy in animals, the honeybee [13] and the goldfish (*Carassius auratus*) [15]. Narrowly tuned photoreceptor spectral sensitivities, with little or no overlap in sensitivity, are predicted to facilitate colour constancy [28]. The coloured oil droplets in the inner segments of bird cone photoreceptors achieve exactly this tuning; acting as long pass filters, they narrow the spectral sensitivity of the photoreceptors [29,30]. Models of bird colour constancy with and without oil droplets [31] indicate that this may indeed improve colour constancy.

In this study, we quantified bird colour constancy by training chickens to discriminate colours and testing their performance in different illuminations. We aimed to answer four questions: (i) What is the maximum illumination shift in which chickens remain colour-constant? (ii) Do larger colour differences between stimuli improve colour constancy? (iii) Does the conditioning procedure affect colour constancy performance? (iv) Does adaptation time affect colour constancy? We describe the shift of the illumination spectrum and colour differences between stimuli with the receptor noise limited (RNL) model [25]. With colour discrimination experiments and psychometric analyses, we determine the largest illumination shifts in which the birds remained colour-constant and relate it to the colour difference between the colours used in the discrimination task. Using this framework will allow quantitative comparison of colour constancy between different species, even with different visual systems.

2. Material and methods

We estimated chicken colour perception and constancy using chromaticity diagrams, in which specific colour coordinates are determined by the relative activation of the receptor types. We used two types of chromaticity diagrams. One is defined by the RNL model where colour distances are measured in just noticeable differences (JNDs), where colour distances more than 1 JND are assumed to be discriminable (see the electronic supplementary material). The second chromaticity diagram that uses only the relative activation of the photoreceptors (see the electronic supplementary material) with distances calculated as Euclidean distances [32] is only used for illustration. For tetrachromatic animals such as the chicken, the chromaticity diagram is a three-dimensional space. The corners of the space represent colours activating only one specific receptor type. We name the photoreceptor types that chickens use for colour vision according to their spectral sensitivity: long-wavelength-sensitive (L, red), medium-wavelength-sensitive (M, green), short-wavelength-sensitive (S, blue) and very-short-wavelength-sensitive (VS, violet). For illustration purposes, we show two-dimensional chromaticity diagrams, where the third dimension, defined by the contribution of the VS channel, which held the smallest signal, extends through the image plane in figure 1a.

All three experiments are based on training chickens to receive food crumbs from coloured food containers (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1), similar to previous studies [33,34]. We trained the birds in white control light to a rewarded colour (S+) appearing orange to humans—we will continue using human colour terms here for an easier description of the conditions. In the first experiment, we used two non-rewarded colours, a redder colour (S1) and a yellower colour (S2) (table 1 and figure 1b). Coloured food containers
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were always presented in pairs; S+ was presented together with either S1 or S2. This way, the rewarded colour S+ was yellower than the unrewarded colour when presented with S1 and redder when presented with S2, discouraging the use of relative colour learning. After performing control tests in white light, we tested whether the chickens preferred the rewarded colour over either of the unrewarded colours in red-shifted illuminations (figure 2). In the shifted illuminations, assuming no colour constancy, the chickens were expected to be confused and either make random choices, attempt to use relative colour cues or always choose the yellower colour, as this was closest to the locus of the rewarded colour stimulus in training (figure 1). We moved from slightly red-shifted to more strongly red-shifted illuminations to determine the largest illumination shift in which chickens could make this discrimination. The second experiment was similar to the first, but using two unrewarded colours (S3, ‘redder’) and (S4, ‘yellower’) with larger colour differences to S+ (table 1 and figure 1c). This way we tested whether a larger colour difference between the colours improved colour constancy performance and allowed for successful colour discrimination in larger illumination shifts. In the third experiment, we initially used absolute instead of differential training, presenting only the rewarded colour during training and introducing the unrewarded colours only during tests. The aim was to make the experiment more similar to colour constancy tests in humans. Unfortunately, the chickens did not show a strong preference for the rewarded colour after absolute training. Therefore, we continued with differential training using a violet unrewarded colour (S5), with a colour locus in a direction nearly orthogonal to the direction into which we shifted the illumination (figure 1d). We hypothesized that the chickens then would not be able to use any relative information from the training in the test.

### (a) Animals

Six mixed-breed chickens (Gallus gallus), from a local breeder, and 16 Loehman White chickens (Gimiran AB, Harrljunga, Sweden) were obtained as eggs, hatched in a commercial incubator (Covaturbo 24, Högberga AB, Mattfors, Sweden) and kept in 1 × 1 m unpainted wooden boxes, covered by a mesh on top, in groups of six to eight individuals, following ethical approval (permit no. M6–12, Swedish Board of Agriculture). The illumination in the housing was supplied in the electronic supplementary material, figure S2. Water was available ad libitum but availability of food, commercial chick crumbs (Fägel Start, Svenska Foder AB, Staffanstorp), was restricted to training sessions and after the last training session of the day. On days with no training, food was available ad libitum. Both male and female chickens were used in the study, the mixed-breed chickens were used for experiment 1 and the Loehman White chickens were used in experiments 2 and 3.

### (b) Experimental arena and illuminations

The experiments were carried out in a wooden arena (0.7 × 0.4 m) painted matte grey. Fluorescent tubes (Biolux L18 W/965, Osram, München, Germany) provided the white illumination (figure 2) used during training and control tests. Two red LEDs (LZ4-00R100, λ_max 633 nm, San Jose, CA, USA) controlled by a power supply (CPX200DP, Aim & Thurlby Thandar Instruments, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, UK) provided red light (figure 2b–e). We created four test illuminations by adjusting the intensities of the two light sources (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S3). We measured the spectral radiance of the illumination as reflected from a white standard placed on the floor of the experimental cage using a spectroradiometer (RSP900-R; International Light, Peabody, MA, USA). The intensity was always high enough (80–300 cd m⁻²) to allow for chicken colour vision [33].

We calculated natural illumination shifts between a daylight spectrum (sun at 11.4° above the horizon) [2], spectra measured in deciduous and coniferous forest [35], rainforest [36] and own measurements on a cloudy day with the sun at 24° and −3° elevation relative to the horizon measured as the radiance of a white standard placed on the ground with the above-mentioned radiometer (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

### (c) Stimuli

Colour stimuli similar to those used in previous studies [33,34] were created in ILLUSTRATOR CS5 (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) and printed on copy paper (Canon, Tokyo, Japan). A stimulus consisted of a pattern of 90 tiles, 6 × 2 mm each, forming a rectangle measuring 30 × 36 mm folded into a cone-shaped food

### Table 1. Colour difference, double cone quantum catch (QDC) and contrasts between the rewarded and unrewarded stimuli.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stimulus</th>
<th>colour difference to S+ (JND)</th>
<th>achromatic contrast to S+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>4.20 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>4.14 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>3.83 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>5.34</td>
<td>4.33 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>3.18 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Illumination spectra and resulting changes in chromaticity. (a) The radiance spectrum of a white standard placed on the floor and measured in three of the illuminations used, for all curves see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3. (b) The illumination shifts in a RNL model chromaticity diagram of all illuminations. T1 is shifted by 7.9, T2 is shifted by 9.9, T3 is shifted by 13.9 and T4 is shifted by 19.1 JNDs from the control illumination.
container (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Thirty per cent of the tiles were coloured with one of the colours (S±, S1–S5). The intensity of the colour was adjusted by adding a random amount of black ink to each coloured tile. The remaining 70% of the tiles were assigned a random grey intensity with a Michelson contrast, for the double cone, of 0.3 between the highest and lowest intensity grey tile, calculated as

\[
\text{Michelson contrast} = \frac{Q_{\text{DCstim}} - Q_{\text{DCstim}}^\ast}{Q_{\text{DCstim}} + Q_{\text{DCstim}}^\ast}
\]  

(2.1)

Achromatic vision in birds is assumed to be mediated by the double cone [25,37]. The intensity range of the coloured tiles was within the intensity range of the grey tiles. In the control illumination, the achromatic Michelson contrast between S± and all unrewarding colours used in the tests (S1–S4) was lower than 0.10 (table 1), the achromatic contrast threshold of chickens [38]. The achromatic contrast between S± and S5 was 0.11, and a weak achromatic signal cannot be excluded, but the very strong chromatic signal should be most salient. Additionally, this colour was used only during training to establish a preference for S+.

(d) Training procedure

Each chicken had two training or testing sessions per day. Training started three days post-hatching. During the first 5 days, we trained the chickens to get used to the stimuli and extracting food from them and to the experimental procedure similar to previous studies [33] (see the electronic supplementary material for details). Each session, from this day onward, consisted of 30 (experiment 1) or 20 (experiments 2 and 3) trials. Tests started after chickens reached a learning criterion of 75% correct choices in two consecutive training sessions.

(e) Behavioural testing procedure

During test sessions, within every block of 10 trials, one randomly chosen trial was completely unrewarded. The remaining 9 out of 10 trials were training trials in the control illumination. The first four test sessions were performed in the control illumination, then we proceeded to the test illuminations. Each new illumination was tested during four sessions, yielding 12 (experiment 1) or eight choices (experiments 2 and 3) per individual chicken in each test illumination. The illumination was switched immediately before the wall was removed (see the electronic supplementary material, video), allowing no adaptation time.

(f) Tests after long adaptation time

To test whether adaptation time in the shifted illumination improved colour constancy, we allowed chickens on two separate sessions to first make 10 training trials each before we shifted to an illumination in which they previously had failed to make correct colour discriminations. After giving both chickens 5 min to adapt to the test illumination, we allowed them to make four test trials.

(g) Comparison with previous experiments on goldfish and honeybees

We used Plot Digitizer [39] to extract the spectral sensitivities of the four cone types of the goldfish [40] and the illuminations, backgrounds and colour stimuli used in the behavioural experiment [15] (electronic supplementary material, figure S5). We examined the choice distributions to determine which colours were successfully discriminated from the training colour, employing the criterion of non-overlapping standard deviations between choices of the rewarded and the test colours. We concluded that colour constancy had failed when the peak of the choice distribution had shifted from the training colour. In the study on the honeybee [13], quantum catches of the three photoreceptor classes from all colour stimuli were estimated by measuring the intensity of three light sources matched to the spectral sensitivity of the three photoreceptor types (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). We concluded that the bees were not colour-constant when the choice distribution differed significantly between training and testing.

(h) Analysis

We analysed the data by fitting linear mixed-effects models, including individual identity as a random effect, via a logistic link function using the lme package [41] in R [42]. We compared the nested models using the change in deviance and by comparing the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [43]. To derive threshold illumination shifts, in which the chickens maintained colour constancy, we estimated a threshold halfway between the frequency of correct choice in the control illumination and random choice frequency (50%), along the fitted function. To evaluate whether choice frequencies were skewed towards the redder or yellower colour, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in MATLAB v. 2015a. To evaluate whether adaptation improved performance, we compared choice frequencies with and without adaptation with Friedman’s test, also in MATLAB. We additionally fitted logistic psychometric functions to the data (which can be found in the electronic supplementary material, figure S6). The estimated threshold from these differed very little from that of the GLMMs.

3. Results

(a) Experiment 1, testing with small colour differences

Six chickens were trained to discriminate the rewarded colour (S+) from two unrewarded colours S1 and S2 that differed from S+ by 3 JNDS. In tests, the chickens discriminated the colours in the white control illumination and in red-shifted illuminations T1 (shift of 7.9 JNDS) and T2 (9.9 JNDS) but not in T3 (13.9 JNDS) and T4 (19.1 JNDS) (figure 3a). A mixed-effects logistic model, including the illumination shift as the fixed effect and the individual as a random variable was a better fit than a null model including only the effect of individual variation (AIC 437.51 versus 447.16; Δdeviance = −11.65, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001). The fitted function suggests that chickens discriminated the colours in illumination shifts smaller than 11 JNDS (figure 3a).

(b) Experiment 2, testing with large colour differences

Eight chickens learned to discriminate the rewarded colour (S+) from two unrewarded colours S3 and S4 that differed from S+ by 5 JNDS. In tests, they discriminated the colours in the control illumination and in T2 and T3, but not in T4 (figure 3c). A mixed-effects logistic model was a better fit than a null model (AIC 261.92 versus 253.48; Δdeviance = −10.44, d.f. = 1, p < 0.01). The chickens could discriminate the colours in illumination shifts smaller than 19 JNDS (figure 3c).

(c) Experiment 3, with different stimuli in training compared to testing

Eight chickens trained to discriminate the rewarded colour (S+) from an unrewarded colour (S5) were unable to discriminate S+ from two unfamiliar colours (S1 and S2) in the control illumination (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S7). They could discriminate S+ from S3
and S4 that have a larger colour difference from S+ in the control illumination and in T2, but not in T3 (figure 3e). A mixed-effects logistic model had a lower AIC score but no significant change in deviance (AIC 228.83 versus 229.24; Δdeviance = −2.41 d.f. = 1, p = 0.12). The chickens could discriminate the colours in illumination shifts smaller than 11 JNDs (figure 3e).

(d) Longer adaptation time
After 5 min of adaptation colour discrimination was improved, compared with immediate choices, in illuminations T4 in experiment 2 and T3 in experiment 3 (Friedman’s test p < 0.05; figure 3d,f), but not T3 in experiment 1 (Friedman’s test p > 0.05; figure 3b).

(e) Relative colour vision
Chickens did not choose the yellower colour more than the redder colour—nor the opposite—in any illumination in any experiment (Wilcoxon signed-rank test p > 0.05) except during the trials after long adaptation time in experiment 3 (Wilcoxon signed-rank test p < 0.05).

(f) Colour difference between natural illumination spectra
The colour difference experienced by the chicken visual system when moving between different natural illumination spectra (electronic supplementary material, figure S4), such as sunlight at different elevations and the light in deciduous forests, were between 1 and 11 JNDs, and thus consistently smaller than or similar to the threshold illumination shifts found for chicken colour constancy (table 2).

(g) Comparison with the goldfish and honeybee
In a previous experiment [15], goldfish were trained to a rewarded colour against several unrewarded blue and yellow colours, and tested in yellowish or bluish illuminations. According to our calculation, the goldfish behaved colour-constantly in...
Table 2. Colour difference (JNDs) between pairs of natural illuminations, see methods for reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illumination 1</th>
<th>Illumination 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sun 24° (cloudy)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun 24° (cloudy)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rainforest</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deciduous forest</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coniferous forest</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

We have shown that chickens can discriminate a rewarded colour (S+) from unrewarded colours (S1–4) in spectrally different illuminations, confirming colour constancy in birds [18] (as cited by Neumeyer [21]). We found limits of colour-constant discriminations of 3.6 JNDs (blue stimuli) or 4.5 JNDs (yellow stimuli), (b3 and y2 compared to t). In bluish illuminations they remained colour-constant with colour differences of 3.5 JNDs (blue stimuli) and 4.5 JNDs (yellow stimuli) (b2 and y2 compared to t). Goldfish thus remained colour-constant when the illumination changed roughly 2–2.5 times the colour difference between the stimuli. In another previous experiment [13], honeybees were trained to prefer a specific colour and tested in changed illuminations which created a spectral match of an unrewarded colour with the training colour in the original illumination. The illumination changed by the same amount as the stimuli. The honeybees remained colour-constant in illumination changes between 4.4 and 8.3 JNDs, but failed in some cases in illumination changes between 3.4 and 5.4 JNDs. The failures were most prominent when the illumination was long-wavelength-shifted [13].

4.1. Evidence for colour generalization

In experiment 3, the chickens did not discriminate S+ from S1 and S2 after learning to discriminate S+ from S5 (electronic supplementary material, figure S6). S1 and S2 had a much smaller colour difference from S+ than S3, S4 and S5. The threshold for colour generalisation in chickens has recently—after the start of this project—been found to be 3 JNDs [45], equal to the colour differences between S+ and S1 and S2 (3 JNDs). Thus, our chickens may have generalized S+, S1 and S3.

4.2. Long adaptation time improves colour constancy

In experiments 2 and 3, chickens made correct choices immediately in illuminations T1 and T2, but in illuminations T3 and T4 immediate choices were often incorrect. Colour constancy was improved after 5 min adaptation to illuminations T3 and T4, prior to stimulus presentation. This indicates that colour constancy is either based on a fast mechanism that compensates for relatively smaller amount of illumination shifts and a slower mechanism that is contributes at larger illumination shifts, or on one mechanism that acts over multiple time scales [46].

We did not critically evaluate the adaptation time required to maintain colour constancy in a specific illumination, which would be a valuable future study. Ecologically, it would allow an understanding of how quickly birds adapt to illumination changes that they encounter, for instance, when they enter the forest or nest, or forage in a patchy illumination.

(a) The discrimination task and training method affect colour constancy performance

The chickens that were trained to discriminate stimuli with 5 JNDs (experiment 2) remained colour-constant in larger colour shifts of the illumination than the chickens tested with a smaller colour difference between the stimuli (3 JNDs; experiment 1). The ratio between the maximum illumination change, in which they remained colour-constant, and the colour difference between the stimuli used was similar in both experiments (3.4 and 3.8 for experiments 1 and 2, respectively).

In experiment 3, chickens did not remain colour-constant in as large colour shifts of the illumination as in experiment 2. Learning of the unrewarded colours in the discrimination task seems to facilitate correct choices in changed illuminations and thus colour constancy, a phenomenon that is also known in humans [44].

(b) Framework for comparative studies of colour constancy in animals

Quantitative studies of colour constancy in humans often measure colour constancy indices. Testing a subject’s ability to adjust the illumination for a test colour patch such that it
matches a control colour patch in the control illumination [47,48]. An index of 1 means that the control and adjusted illuminations are identical. However, this index only informs us to what extent a given illumination change is compensated and does not necessarily inform us on the limits of the system, in terms of how large an illumination shift the animal can one remain colour-constant. Our aim was to find these limits by training the animals in a simple discrimination task and testing them in different illuminations until we found the maximum illumination shift they tolerated. We describe the shift of the illumination with the RNL model, and relate it to the colour difference between the colours that the animals were trained to discriminate.

With this framework in mind, we analysed colour constancy tests in the goldfish [15] and the honeybee [13]. Using rather robust assumptions on goldfish colour vision, we could show that goldfish remained colour-constant only in smaller illumination shifts than the chickens. In honeybees, the maximum illumination shifts tolerated were not critically evaluated. The largest illumination shift in which they could show that goldfish remained colour-constant only in terms of how large an illumination shift the animal can one remain colour-constant. Our aim was to identify these limits by training the animals in a simple discrimination task and testing them in different illuminations until we found the maximum illumination shift they tolerated. We describe the shift of the illumination with the RNL model, and relate it to the colour difference between the colours that the animals were trained to discriminate.
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